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LGBTQ STUDENTS AT AUDIO NOTE
CHRISTIAN COLLEGES TAKING IN CLASS
by Sheila Wagner
Christian colleges and universities
have been grappling with the issue
of LGBTQ students in order to be
fair and respectful to their students,
while holding to the strict values of
their religious faith and principles.

by Krista Lazarus Gilliland
Finding quality technology to
purchase for student use is often
challenging for universities because
what may sound like a good idea to
faculty members might not be as
well received by students.
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ENGAGING CHICAGO
AT NORTH PARK

REVAMPING TEACHER
EDUCATION

by Dr. Gregor Thuswaldner
At North Park University, it is
inscribed in their mission statement
that they strive "to prepare students
for lives of significance and service
through education in the liberal arts,
professional studies, and theology."

by Lynchburg College
Lynchburg College will revamp its teacher
education programs by the fall of 2019,
becoming the first higher education
institution in the country to integrate a
mentor/coaching model championed by
the New Teacher Center of Santa Cruz, CA.
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BEREA COLLEGE: HARD CONVERSATIONS
by Rachel Clevenger
Dr. Kennaria Brown's relationship with Police Chief David Gregory began in 2013, after he asked for
advice from members of the Berea community about diversity training for his officers. When Brown
brought two undergraduate students into the training, all three experienced a powerful, grueling
summer as they worked against the backdrop of repeated tragedies in the national spotlight.
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LEVERAGING IoT FOR SMART WATER MANAGEMENT

by Meg Mason
Just in the United States, outdoor water use averages more than nine billion gallons of water each
day, mainly for landscape irrigation. As much as fifty percent of this water is wasted as a result of
overwatering, a result of inefficiencies in traditional irrigation systems and methods. Smart irrigation
technology is the answer.
Cover photo courtesy Berea College
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EDITOR’S LETTER
Some students who attend Christian colleges are not necessarily drawn to the institution’s religious
roots. They may choose a college based on the excellence of a program or the opportunity to work
with certain professors; they may select a university based on location or campus amenities. However,
many of these students are attending faith-based institutions because they want to surround
themselves with those who hold similar values, as they are themselves Christians. The problem comes
when these students who identify as Christian aren’t accepted in their communities because they also
identify as LGBTQ.
No one can claim ignorance regarding the alarming statistics for self-harm or suicide among LGBTQ
youth, or the violence—both direct and implied—against members of that community. In 2015,
the CDC discovered that nearly one-third of LGBTQ youth attempted suicide at least once in the
previous year.
Inside Higher Ed shared a piece this past October by Jeremy Bauer-Wolf, “Study: Queer Students and
Suicide Concerns,” citing data from a recent Rutgers University study. Bauer-Wolf notes, “Queer
and transgender students experience depression and consider suicide at four times the rate of their
heterosexual and cisgender peers.” The study also found, he explained, that “nearly one-third of the
queer students and 32 percent of the trans students reported being so depressed that it was difficult
to function, twice the percentage reported by their heterosexual and cis counterparts.”
These are staggering numbers, daunting in their implications. The CDC is clear in its advice for
schools who want to protect these students, explaining that in schools with support groups (such as
a gay-straight alliance), LGBTQ students are less likely to attempt suicide, miss school for fear of
being unsafe, or experience threats of violence from other students. Additionally, fewer had suicidal
thoughts or attempts when their schools had policies in place for three or more years that prohibited
expressions deemed homophobic.
Christian schools have an obligation to uphold biblical principles, certainly, but they vary in the
way each institution’s members view their Christian responsibility to these students. I find it utterly
heartbreaking that a Christian LGBTQ student would seek out a Christian university or college,
believing their values would be shared by their faculty, classmates, and administrators, only to learn
that they would be shunned for a core piece of their identity—or to be threatened into silence for
fear of condemnation or violence.
I look at those numbers and imagine those dreams never realized in lives lost, of those young people
who despaired so deeply that they saw no possible hope for a loving future—a despondency so
all-encompassing that they erased themselves, all from feeling utterly alone and lost.

Ed Bauer
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I understand that there are many versions of Christianity, and my version is not the “right” one. I
deeply sympathize with people who work to adhere to the values of Christianity as they understand
them—and I’m not ignorant to the financial realities for private institutions who take a stand for
LGBTQ students—but I can’t get past this one simple truth:
No one seeking Christ should feel alone.
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Dr. Kennaria Brown’s relationship with Police Chief David Gregory
began in 2013, when he was speaking with members of their community
about diversity training; Brown, an Associate Professor of Communications
from Berea College, was recommended. In 2016 they started their
first conversations about a survey that would provide guidance for
improvement in community and police communications. When Brown
brought two undergraduate students into the diversity training, all
three experienced a powerful, memorable, grueling summer as they
worked on diversity training with the Berea PD against the backdrop
of repeated tragedies in the national spotlight.

PROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

by Rachel Clevenger

Berea College: Diversity Training in Police Departments
The Beast Within Us
During their first meetings in 2013, Gregory
and Brown began searching for a program
specific to the Berea PD, with Gregory looking
for tools to make them “better servants” to
their community. As the diversity training
began, Gregory watched officers quickly engage
with Brown and open up to her, and he heard
genuine affection in her voice when she spoke
of getting to know “her” police, the men and
women serving her community.
2014 brought Ferguson—followed that
same year by the death of Eric Garner and
the death of Freddie Gray a few months later,
along with a litany of other harrowing murders
of both citizens and police officers publicized
on the national stage. An already emotional
topic became even more potentially volatile.
Chief Gregory acknowledges there was some
initial resistance from his staff simply because
they didn’t know if they “would be heard and
understood from their perspective.” Brown was
able to put the officers at ease when the training
began, as she discussed the human element
of biases. Gregory saw friendships develop as
the students “began to see the human side of
policing.” He believes the partnership between
the police department and its community has
made everyone involved more “sensitive to
cultural differences” as well as “more understanding of social issues.”
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In the training, Brown is quick to shut down
the “kneejerk reaction” that the cure to all
diversity ills is simply more diverse representation in the same institutions, whether the lack
of representation is in race or gender. She also
eliminates the quick assignments of reductive
and damaging labels, explaining, “We don’t
have to be fill-in-the-blank -ists to complete
-ist behavior with -ist outcomes.” Besides,
suggesting that one-dimensional, easily assigned
villains are the issue is being blind to the larger
problem—the “stereotypes and norms of how
we treat people are in the air.” She explains
that diversity training is not about “sniffing out
racists and racism” because the truth is that “the
beast is within us.”
Some have wholeheartedly given over to the
beast, she acknowledges, but “most of us are good
people.” Even the best among us can treat people
according to our expectations, and then we have
“self-fulfilling stereotypes,” a tendency borne
out by the research. The key is simply paying
attention, she explains, to develop practical
goals to combat these looming, overwhelming
societal cracks. Effective diversity training offers
a “look in the mirror” and a “reality check,”
while she also acknowledges the “dangerous,
thankless job” that policing can be. She gives
them spaces where they can speak to each other;
she is not prescribing solutions. She knows an
academic can’t go “barging in with daydreams”

for any dreams of improvement must be firmly
anchored in reality; in short, she is not there to
instruct. Instead, she explains, “I ask them to
come up with those answers—because I don’t
do the job.”
Though there had been protests in Berea in
support of Ferguson protests, Brown is adamant
that the Berea police officers were “not reflective”
of what was happening in Ferguson. She also
marks the similarities between the public
reaction to both police officers and minorities,
particularly the idea that “what one does well
reflects on one,” yet if one does wrong, that lack
of judgment or lapse in character reflects on the
entire community. In these horrifying events
that draw the nation’s attention, she adds, there
is not a simplistic answer involving white police
officers and black community members. “The
race of the officer doesn’t matter,” she explains,
and the focus should be on “policing culture.”

A Heavy Emotional Load
Last summer, Brown brought two of her students
into the diversity training via the Undergraduate
Research and Creative Projects Program (URCPP)
at Berea, a summer mentor-apprentice program
designed to enhance student learning via opportunities for engaging in collaborative, directed,
challenging programs with a faculty member.
Not only does the program foster creative work
that encourages interaction between students
pupnmag.com

and a professor, but it helps students understand
the interplay between independent action and
collaboration in any complex project.
Brown brought in Rashad Hayden, an AfricanAmerican student from Birmingham, Alabama,
and Bethany Turner, a Caucasian student and
Kentucky native. The project, a response to
national unrest permeating the summer of 2016,
was designed for Brown, Hayden, and Turner to
partner with the Berea PD to develop powerful
diversity training and prepare a Community
Survey Report for the Berea Police Department
designed to assist Chief David Gregory.
The project was divided into four, two-week
segments. The first, Relationship Development
& Research, allowed Brown and her students to
participate in three ride-alongs and accompany
an officer to court. They read about policing
theory and policing in general; they read the
Report on Ferguson by the Department of
Justice. In the second segment, they developed
the diversity program based on their observations of the Berea PD as well as their academic
pupnmag.com

Suggesting that one-dimensional, easily assigned villains are the issue is
being blind to the larger problem—the “stereotypes and norms of how we
treat people are in the air.” Berea College’s Dr. Kennaria Brown explains that
diversity training is not about “sniffing out racists and racism” because the
truth is that “the beast is within us.”

work and collaborated with Chief Gregory to
develop a survey. Next, in Program Delivery &
Survey Refinement, they delivered three-hour
programs to eight sections of Berea officers,
with three to five officers per program. Finally,
in Debriefing & Survey Administration, they
gathered survey results and entered data;
Brown analyzed the data and prepared a report
for Chief Gregory to offer insights about
moving forward.

A Family Bond
Brown refers to Hayden and Turner as “her kids,”
and they call her “Momma Brown,” but in this
process—Brown notes—they most assuredly
were not just “Momma’s Little Helpers.” They
were fully engaged in the research and the
survey design; even more importantly, they were
leading some of the training, and they were
facilitating some incredibly difficult, evocative
conversations.
JANUARY2017 9

Spotlight continued

Brown notes that the work was a “heavy
emotional load,” and both Hayden and Turner
agree that the psychological burden—while
ultimately worth it—was devastating at points.
Brown worked to keep her students “empathetic
but with healthy boundaries,” but even so she
recognizes they paid a price for their academic and
personal growth. For instance, Turner acknowledges that she was hesitant at first because Brown
and Hayden are African-American, and she is
not—something that created a struggle for her
when conversations grew particularly “raw” in the
presentations and classes.
Turner still finds herself thinking back to
the ride-alongs, noting, “Within that first hour,
my world was rocked.” Even though parts were
slow, and even boring, she realized in one day
how morally complicated the job can be, even
with decisions that seem trivial, like assigning
tickets. In her ride-along, every decision was hers;
she was calling all the shots. When they pulled
someone over, she had to decide if they let the
offender go with a warning or assigned a ticket.
She recognized, for the first time, the intricate
dance between “wanting law and order while
being human.”
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Spotlight continued

Rashad Hayden, a Birmingham native,
was reeling from the deaths of several of his
friends lost that summer in Alabama through
police action. While he acknowledged he
wasn’t questioning the officers’ judgment in
the encounters, the loss was still profound—
which informed all conversations that summer,
imbuing them with both extra poignancy and
more urgency. “It was really emotional,” he
adds, “to have to process those losses and then
go to diversity training.”
In the classes, Hayden felt the most important
piece of knowledge was exposure—where
officers could see the views of race relations held
by a community and “how that narrative evolves
in media presentations.” He wanted the officers
to recognize how a “revenue-based system” in
some communities was naturally playing into
racial profiling.”

Comfortable in Her Humanity
Chief Gregory believes communication between
community members and a police department
is the key to success and would encourage
any police department to work with an expert

in communication and diversity to setup
training meant to accomplish mutual goals,
but he also recognizes that Brown is special,
one of the best educators he has met in more
than twenty years of policing. Noting her
remarkable leadership in discussing diversity
and social justice, Gregory shares, “Dr. Brown
is great at communicating and worked a lot of
hours in making her police department one
that believes in respect and understanding its
community.”
The admiration and respect she sends out to
her community comes back to her—especially
from her academic children. “I love that
woman,” Turner notes, “and she will forever
have a piece of me.” Because of the powerful
bond created by Brown with both mentees,
Turner also views Hayden as a sibling,
someone she shared a journey with that was
both grueling and rewarding.
In addition to also finding the treasure
among the toil, like his academic sibling,
Hayden notes that Brown helped him find
his place in the communication discipline.
Among the many traits his mentor exhibits

that Hayden admires, he is most in awe of her
ability to be consistently empathetic, always
willing to go to any lengths to help someone
looking for a breakthrough. While he hopes
others in varied departments from across the
country will try to recreate what Brown has
done in Berea, in building this powerfully
symbiotic relationship with their local police
departments, he also recognizes that person
would have to be similarly empathetic, strong,
and fearless. “She never strays away from being
herself,” he concludes. “She’s so comfortable in
her humanity.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Rachel James
Clevenger earned her B.A. and M.Ed.
degrees from Mississippi College. After
finishing her PhD in Composition and
Rhetoric, she taught and served as the University
Writing Center Director for Birmingham Southern
College and University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Currently, she teaches Business Communications at
Samford University.
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LANDSCAPING AND TURF MANAGEMENT

By Meg Mason

Leveraging IoT for Smart Water Management
Just in the United States, outdoor water use averages
more than nine billion gallons of water each day,
mainly for landscape irrigation. As much as fifty percent
of this water is wasted as a result of overwatering
and inefficiencies in traditional irrigation methods and
systems. Smart irrigation technology is the answer.
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Smart Irrigation: Tailoring Watering Schedules
Smart irrigation systems tailor both times and watering schedules in order to
automatically meet specific landscape needs; the controllers drastically improve
efficiencies in outdoor water use.
Unlike the traditional irrigation controllers, operating from timers and a
preset programmed schedule, smart irrigation controllers are able to monitor
soil conditions, weather, plant use, and evaporation to automatically adjust the
watering schedule to real-time conditions of the site.
For example, as outdoor temperatures increase or rainfall decreases, smart
irrigation controllers consider on-site specific variables, such as soil type or
sprinklers’ application rate, to adjust the watering run times or schedules.
pupnmag.com

Weather-Based or Soil Moisture Sensor Controllers
Essentially there are two types of smart irrigation controllers: weather-based (ET) and on-site soil moisture sensors. The right solution
depends on your geographic location and landscape environment.
Weather-based controllers, also referred to as evapotranspiration (ET)
controllers, use local weather data to adjust irrigation schedules. Evapotranspiration is the combination of evaporation from the soil surface and
transpiration by plant materials. These controllers gather local weather
information and make irrigation run-time adjustments, so the landscape
receives the appropriate amount of water.
ET weather data uses four weather parameters: temperature, wind, solar
radiation, and humidity. It’s the most accurate way to calculate landscape
water needs. There are three basic forms of these weather-based ET
controllers:
• Signal-based controllers use meteorological data from a publicly available
source and the ET value is calculated for a grass surface at the site. The ET
data is then sent to the controller by a wireless connection.
• Historic ET controllers use a pre-programmed water use curve, based
on historic water use in different regions. The curve can be adjusted for
temperature and solar radiation.
• On-site weather measurement controllers use weather data collected
on-site to calculate continuous ET measurements and water accordingly.

Soil Moisture Sensor-Based Controllers
Soil moisture sensor-based smart irrigation controllers use one of several
well-established technologies to measure soil moisture content. When
buried in the root zone of turf, trees or shrubs, the sensors accurately
determine the moisture level in the soil and transmit this reading to the
controller.
There are two different soil moisture sensor-based systems available:
• Suspended cycle irrigation systems, which are set like traditional timer
controllers, with watering schedules, start times and duration. The
difference is that the system will stop the next scheduled irrigation when
there is enough moisture in the soil.
• Water on demand irrigation requires no programming of irrigation
duration (only start times and days of the week to water). It has a user-set
lower and upper threshold, which initiates irrigation when the soil moisture
level fails to meet those levels.

Smart Irrigation Saves Times and Money

The experts agree that smart irrigation systems and controllers versus traditional irrigation controllers conserve water across a variety of scenarios.
Several controlled research studies indicate substantial water savings
anywhere from 40% to as high as 70%.
Tests by the Irrigation Association (IA) and the International Center
for Water Technology at California State University in Fresno have shown
smart irrigation controllers to save up to 20% more water than traditional
irrigation controllers.
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Landscaping & Turf Management continued

Another study tested a prototype controller/receiver system
consisting of a traditional irrigation controller modified to receive
a signal broadcasted via satellite. Outdoor water savings were
calculated based on 2-years of pre-installation usage and were
adjusted for weather conditions. The reported average outdoor
savings is 16%, and it is also reported that this finding represents
85% of potential savings based on reference ET.

Data-Enabled Water Management
Makes Life Greener for Facility Managers

From cooling towers to sewer systems and landscape irrigation,
water is one of the four key elements of nature that facilities
professionals must manage to ensure the most efficient use of this
precious resource.
Unfortunately, most water systems are not top of mind—
until something goes wrong. Even then, the event is likely to go
unnoticed without notifications or physical intervention. Unless
your water management is connected via the Internet of Things
(IoT), there’s no way to know when something goes wrong.
Outdoor water management is a perfect example. Many facilities
operate irrigation systems with irrigation controllers that are nothing
more than glorified timers. These are rarely adjusted, so the typical
facility is over-watering every day. Damages from overwatering can
include hardscape damage, slope and foundation damage, increased risk
of mold, plant loss, penalties and fines, brand damage, and increased
slips and falls. Thankfully, those days are over. Now data-enabled, smart
water management, connected via IoT makes it possible to locate leaks,
pipe breaks and mitigate irrigation overwatering in real time, before
damage is done.

Data-Enabled Water Management
for Water Optimization

Many facility managers using IoT and big data are proving that these
powerful tools make it possible to save a significant amount of water and
money through smart water management.
Why are leading facility managers now so focused on data-enabled
water management? Since 2010 water rates in the U.S. alone have
risen more than 41 percent on average, and large water users are seeing
substantial increases in their water costs forcing organizations to make
difficult choices and prioritize water usage.

Leveraging IoT to Create
Energy-Managed Water Systems

IoT provides the ability to cost-effectively establish real-time
wireless communication, control and sensing in the field, while
leveraging the cloud and big data to do the heavy lifting.
With smart irrigation systems, water delivery is weather-based. The
system transmits site conditions to the cloud, enabling cloud-hosted
big data systems to identify new problems before they become huge
expenses. With flow sensors on cooling towers, changes in water makeup
percentages result in a host of operational inefficiency alerts.
For example, as the implementation of water restrictions and
regulations continues, smart water management data helps keep track
of water agency compliance regulations. Without them, you and
your other facility managers could spend hours verifying that your
buildings are compliant, only to find that regulations have changed.
Smart water management solutions also enable you to verify
compliance in a single report and automatically receive updated
information on a regular basis. Before these IoT, big data and cloud
solutions were available, it was impossible for managers to have
16 PRIVATE UNIVERSITY PRODUCTS AND NEWS
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Landscaping & Turf Management continued
CREATING ENVIRONMENTS WHERE PEOPLE CAN SHINE

™

continuous visibility into a facility’s water use and waste. With
affordable real-time flow sensor and wireless technology, facility
managers and landscape contractors can be instantly alerted to
any leak issue, whether it happens indoors or outdoors. Massive
amounts of information and use analytics transform the data into
succinct actionable knowledge.

Saving Billions by Deploying
IoT-Driven Smart Water Management

Smart water management platforms today are saving leading
companies billions of gallons of water, millions of dollars and
thousands of staff hours annually. They accomplish this by
using field-proven water sensors and water control systems with
affordable wireless communications (IoT).
Like energy management systems, these systems can be customized
to meet an organization’s unique needs. By documenting building
water use across portfolios, you can identify use anomalies and
potential liabilities. Facility managers can also manage water use
through real-time dashboards that allow proactive budget monitoring.

Choosing a Smart Water Management Solution

When selecting a data-enabled smart water management solution,
there are three critical areas to consider, which are listed below.
Solution track record: If you’re looking for a smart water
management system, ensure it is certified (such as by WaterSense,
a partnership program by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency) and check recent references of customers with sites like
yours. Also, ask if any independent studies have been performed
on the technology. If so, how many and by whom?

ADD
DAYLIGHT

Total cost of ownership: Your goal as facility manager is to ensure
you get the biggest bang for your buck. Don’t be lured into systems
that just tout low costs. Many of these “low-cost” solutions fail
to deliver more than average savings and the technology requires
either frequent recalibration or replacement to remain accurate.
Instead, evaluate data-enabled water management systems based
on the total cost of ownership. Look at the technology choices
made by large retailers, as they tend to look at the long view and
are extremely cost conscious.

& MULTIPLY THE
WOW FACTOR

Extensibility of the solution: A key consideration when selecting
a smart water management solution is whether it is based on a
platform that allows users to efficiently and economically upgrade,
add complimentary products, and address new pain points as they
arise. The bottom line is that IoT and big data will continue to be a
focal point in water management discussions. Why? Because these
solutions offer true value and solve important facility issues. The
key is to make sure your decision makes economic and operational
sense by choosing a system that delivers what really matters—
actionable knowledge that saves time, money and, ideally, one of
the planet’s most precious resources.
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Translucent Wall Systems, Canopies & Skylights
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at HydroPoint, the makers of WeatherTRAK and Baseline smart
irrigation systems. In addition to irrigation solutions, HydroPoint is
the proven leader in smart water management solutions, making water –
both indoors and out – simpler to manage through visibility and automation.
To learn more, visit www.hydropoint.com.
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LGBTQ Students

& CHRISTIAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
by Sheila Wagner

Christian colleges and universities have been grappling with
the issue of LGBTQ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender,
and Questioning) students in order to be fair and respectful
to their students, while holding to the strict values of their
religious faith and principles.

Photo courtesy Calvin College

LGBTQ Students & Christian Colleges continued

Acceptance as a Secular Value
The current climate in secular private universities is acceptance of everyone, no matter their
race, gender, nationality, culture and sexual
orientation. Especially since June of 2015,
when the law was passed to make same-sex
marriages legal in the United States, gay
students are feeling it’s safer to come out now.
Some Christian colleges and universities are
working diligently to find a way to welcome and
affirm these students; other places are definitely
not ready to even start the conversation; then
there are a few institutions who struggle with
the concept in their everyday dealings with the
gay community at their school.

Sexuality and Gender
Awareness at Calvin College
Calvin College in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
affiliated with the Christian Reformed Church,
was recognized on a 2015 list of the most
gay-friendly campuses in America by an online
news organization, Newsmax.
They have an extensive policy covering this
issue and have a club with a faculty advisor to
talk about all the problems and situations that
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present themselves on a Christian campus. The
group is called SAGA (Sexuality and Gender
Awareness). The website states that “SAGA
seeks to educate the campus about the unique
issues faced by LGBT+ students.”
The college’s position on homosexuality and
same-sex marriage is articulated this way: “We
believe that homosexual orientation is not a
sin, and we strive to love our gay, lesbian, and
bisexual students as ourselves as God expects
of us. We also affirm that physical sexual
intimacy has its proper place in the context
of heterosexual marriage.” They believe that
sexual behavior is chosen, but sexual orientation is not. The student conduct code applies
to all students, regardless of sexual orientation.

Affirming LGBTQ Students
at Campbell University
Campbell University in Buies Creek, North
Carolina, is a Baptist university that also made
the list of the best gay-friendly Christian
campuses. This institution has made great strides
in welcoming and affirming LGBTQ students.
While they have a similar code of conduct for
students, homosexual activity is not specifically

mentioned. It states that students should
abstain from any sexual relations outside the
bonds of marriage.
Reverend Faithe Beam, Dean for Spiritual
Life and Campus Minister, is a strong believer
that every student at Campbell University
deserves to find acceptance, meaning, and a
strong sense of who they are.
Beam adds, “We have a recognized club
on campus called Common Ground which
is committed to providing a safe space as well
as education and awareness, persons who are
Safe Zone trained, and we offer opportunities
for courageous conversations at a regular event
called Our Place at the Table.”
J. Rich Leonard, the Dean of Campbell
University Law School, said that in the fall
of 2014, Campbell University amended its
EEO plan as protected classes in every way,
in terms of admission, hiring and any other
employment bracket. That was driven by
former president Dr. Jerry Wallace.
Leonard recalls hearing about a flurry
among some of the faculty and some of the
donors, but President Wallace was firm that he
thought this was the appropriate thing to do,
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LGBTQ Students & Christian Colleges continued

and the dissent essentially died. The current
president, Dr. J. Bradley Creek, inherited a
situation that had already been resolved.
Dean Leonard added, “We are still a
very serious faith-based school, but we are a
community that realizes that faith can take
you to different places on this issue.”
Leonard added that the mission of the law
school is as follows: “Because we recognize
the immeasurable dignity and worth of every
person evolved from the creation of our image
of God, we seek to preserve a congenial
academic environment where everyone is
treated with kindness, civility and respect,
and students from all faiths and traditions are
welcome.”
There is an organization in the law school
called Lambda Law which seeks to provide a
meaningful forum for debate and discussion
of LGBTQ issues on the law school campus
in order to promote a greater diversity of ideas
which is essential to the process of a legal
education. In addition, Lambda Law provides
a positive support network for LGBTQ
students and their allies.
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LGBTQ Students & Christian Colleges continued

Gay Student Called to Baptist Ministry
Mississippi College, in Clinton, Mississippi,
is a conservative Baptist college that made
an opposite sort of list in a 2016 issue of
Huffington Post. However, the Mississippi
College newspaper The Collegian printed an
article in the November 2017 issue written
by a recent graduate, Benjamin Smith, who
is currently in seminary at Wake Forest
University. His article “What Seminary Has
Taught Me” outlines his plans to graduate in
2020 and become a Baptist minister.
In this article, Smith tells his story of
realizing in his freshman year that he was
gay. When he was called to the ministry, since
he had never known any gay clergy, Smith
imagined he had sealed his fate and would be
permanently forced to hide his sexual orientation and identity.

Loving Ourselves in God’s Image
Smith began to find friends who he could
trust with the truth, and by his senior year in
college, he felt free enough to come out totally,
even in the setting of this conservative Baptist
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LGBTQ Students & Christian Colleges continued

college. He states, “It’s one thing to believe
that we are made this way but an entirely
different thing to embody it. So...what does it
mean to love ourselves in God’s image?”
Benjamin says that there are many LGBTQ
Christians at Wake Forest training to become
ministers like he is. He ends his article this
way: “It is nothing like the future I wanted—
but I wouldn’t in a million years ask for a
different one.”
Different Christian colleges and universities
have widely divergent views on this topic, and
that is not going to change overnight. If people
keep the lines of communication open as well
as their minds, perhaps we can keep moving
forward to the place of understanding, love,
and acceptance.
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Students Recording
AUDIO NOTE TAKERS
Lectures USING
AND ROBOTIC DEVICES
by Krista Lazarus Gilliland

Finding quality technology to purchase for student use is often challenging
for universities because what may sound like a good idea to faculty members
might not be as well received by students. By focusing on technology
that makes the students’ college experience more manageable and
less stressful, buy-in for technology is less of a challenge.
Software with accompanying apps and robotic devices that
make taking notes and recording lectures easier have come
into the market and are making their presence known in
private colleges and universities around the country.

Recording Lectures continued

Improving Note Taking
and Study Skills: Audio Note Takers
Many students do not have the required skills
to be good note takers because they are forced
to complete too many varied tasks at once
in order to compile good information for
studying at a later time. Note taking requires
that students listen to the lecture, read and

study presentation materials, write down any
key information that they hear, and then make
meaningful use of that information by relating
it to things they already know.
Picking what is important out of a lecture
can be fairly challenging for students who
do not enter the classroom with these skills.
By providing audio note taking technology

to help students learn the study skills and
improve their note taking abilities, students are
able to revisit the lectures and get the help they
need with adding annotations and finding key
details within the lesson.
The Office of Accessibility at Birmingham
Southern University in Alabama recently
piloted a note taking software that enables
students to record lectures and piece the audio
recording together with the presentation
from the professor. This program allows
students to gather all of the information they
learn during class and combine it to make an
annotated, organized series of notes for each
class they take.
This type of note taking software would
help universities meet the academic accommodations required by the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) and could be implemented as part of a student’s Individualized
Education Plan (IEP) or their 504 plan for
medical accommodations. The benefit of such
software is that it organizes the information
for the students, making all information
from a class easily accessible, color coded, and
annotated for students to review at a later time.
According to Nikki Cohron, Instructional
Technologist at Birmingham Southern College,
students may enter the classrooms with devices
such as smartphones, laptops, and tablets to
take notes, and with specialized software and
apps, they are able to add their written notes
alongside any pictures or slides provided by the
professor.
She states, “At the end of class, students will
have an audio, aligned with professor notes,
aligned with personal notes.” The app converts
the audio recording into chunks of text that
students can highlight, allows them to add
their own notes, and provides them with notes
worth studying before an exam or research
assignment.

Improving the Art of Teaching:
Robotic Devices
Schools of Education have a unique problem
that requires an incredibly innovative
solution. Students at the Orlean Beeson
School of Education at Samford University in
Birmingham, AL, have access to robots that
help them record their own lectures in preparation for becoming successful teachers.
This new robotic technology has made
recording classroom experiences much easier
for the teacher candidates. It allows for teacher
candidates to record audio and video of their
lessons. With this digital record of a teacher
candidate’s classroom instruction, students
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Recording Lectures continued

The benefit of such software is that it organizes the information for the
students, making all information from a class easily accessible, color coded,
and annotated for students to review at a later time.

are provided the chance to perfect their craft
of delivering lessons through reflection and
personal observation. These recorded lectures
can be used as part of their edTPA portfolio as
well as for individual classroom assignments.
Michele Haralson, Ph.D., the Director of
Curriculum Materials and the Technology
Center, notes that students receive training on
the device in the early stages of their degree
program, and then they practice using it in
their required technology classes.
Haralson states, “The device is accessed
through the Curriculum Materials and
Technology Center. It is ‘checked out’ through
the Education Library, like a book would be.”
Students may check the device out for 24
hours before it needs to be returned. She is also

available to answer any questions and to provide
tech support for any student who needs it.
Teacher Candidates are able to attach their
cellular devices to the robot, and, while they
record their lessons, the robot is able to use
digital markers to turn and record the teacher
candidates as they move around the classroom.
The device can come with one or more
microphones to help record the teacher, small
groups within a classroom, or both simultaneously. These microphone markers can also be
activated, allowing the robot to turn and focus
the video on each particular group of students
in a classroom.
There is software that accompanies the
robot that allows the teacher candidate to
edit what they submit. The software provides

a cloud sharing service for students to setup
and manage, so that they can successfully
share their videos with professors and all
required e-portfolio assignment submissions.
Teacher candidates are encouraged to view
their own submissions and reflect upon their
rapport with students and their classroom
management.

Investing in Students
By providing students with the tools they
need to be successful, colleges and universities
are able to help their students become more
independent and reflective of the lectures
and presentations that they encounter or even
present. Investing in technology that solely
benefits the students, such as audio note takers
and lecture capture robots, can improve their
rates of success in the classroom.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Krista Lazarus
Gilliland, Ed.D., is a twelve-year veteran
educator in Leeds, AL. She can be
reached at KristaGililand@gmail.com.
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ENGAGING

CHICAGO

How a Major Curricular Shift Leads to
Profound Engaged Learning Opportunities for Students

by Dr. Gregor Thuswaldner

Much has happened on American campuses since the National Society for Experiential Education (NSEE) was founded
in 1971. Experiential learning has become a major component in American higher education, oftentimes supported
and sustained by campus centers for community engagement that were implemented in the 1980s and 1990s.

Engaging Chicago continued

Towards the end of the 1990s, some university
leaders realized that community engagement needed
to be institutionalized to make a lasting impact on
both student learning and communities. In 1999,
the Kellogg Commission fueled this new development with their “open letter to the Presidents and
Chancellors of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges,” entitled Returning to Our Roots: The
Engaged Institution, a 59-page manifesto.
Higher education should serve the public good;
its purpose, according to the authors of the open
letter, is to bring positive change to society. In their
summary, the commission concluded that “we can
organize our institutions to serve both local and
national needs in a more coherent and effective
way.” For a university to be a truly engaged institution, it has to meet the following criteria: (1) It
must be organized to respond to the needs of today’s
students and tomorrow’s, not yesterday’s; (2) It must
enrich students’ experiences by bringing research
and engagement into the curriculum and offering
practical opportunities for students to prepare for
the world they will enter; (3) It must put its critical
resources (knowledge and expertise) to work on the
problems the communities it serves face.
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Engaging Chicago continued

At North Park University, we can look back at a long history of community

afternoons, classes aren’t held on campus
anymore; instead, students are out and about in
the city to explore a wide range of institutions
and organizations as part of their assignments.
They visit Chicago’s financial district, the
various science centers, museums, community-based organizations, libraries, businesses,
and cultural institutions. Students interact
and connect with community leaders and
learn first-hand about the challenges Chicago’s
neighborhoods face.
As Nicholas V. Longo and Cynthia M.
Gibson recently stated in “Collaborative
Engagement: The Future of Teaching and
Learning in Higher Education,” this type
of collaborative engagement is “distinctive
in its focus on community, the recognition
that learners are co-creators of knowledge
through democratic education, and the
involvement of a diverse range of participants in deliberative conversations to address
real-world problems.” We see linking real-life
experiences with readings, lectures, lab work,
and in-class discussions as key for a truly transformative educational experience.

engagement. In fact, it is inscribed in our mission statement as we strive “to
prepare students for lives of significance and service through education in the
liberal arts, professional studies, and theology.” Situated in one of the most
diverse zip codes in the nation, the university has long proclaimed, “Chicago is
our classroom and all Chicagoans are our teachers.” But it wasn’t until this fall
that this vision became a reality for all of our undergraduate students.

“Chicago Is Our Classroom and
All Chicagoans Are Our Teachers”
At North Park University, we can look back at
a long history of community engagement. In
fact, it is inscribed in our mission statement as
we strive “to prepare students for lives of significance and service through education in the
liberal arts, professional studies, and theology.”
Situated in one of the most diverse zip codes in

the nation, the university has long proclaimed,
“Chicago is our classroom and all Chicagoans
are our teachers.” But it wasn’t until this fall
that this vision became a reality for all of our
undergraduate students.
In order to intensify our engagement with
Chicago and to become an engaged institution
that meets the criteria cited above, faculty and
administrators created both a new undergraduate
curriculum and co-curriculum. On Wednesday
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Engaging Chicago continued

A Unique Name for a Unique Program
It took us a while to come up with a unique
name for our unique program. As linguistics
know, metaphors play a significant role in
framing human perception and interaction.
In Metaphors We Teach By: How Metaphors
Shape What We Do in Classrooms, Ken Badley
and Harro Van Brummelen recently demonstrated that metaphors are equally important
in education. Among metaphors educators like
to use is the word “catalyst,” as “[f]or some
teachers, catalyst metaphors best catch the
feature of teaching that leads most effectively
to student learning: student engagement.”
That was one of the reasons why we decided
to name our new campus-wide experiential
program “Catalyst 606_ _.” As it is our goal to
engage the city of Chicago, we added the first
three digits of the city’s zip code, 606. The two
underscore characters in “Catalyst 606 _ _”
stand for the remaining digits that are designated for the very distinct 77 neighborhoods
of Chicago.
In addition to launching the campus-wide
program for undergraduates, North Park’s
Provost, Michael Emerson, a leading sociologist and urban studies expert, created the
“Catalyst Hub.” This center not only oversees
all civic and community engagement activities for undergraduates, but also supports
faculty in their community-based research
projects. In order to foster and expand
meaningful community engagement, North
Park University also strives to develop publicly
engaged scholars who can make a difference in
the city of Chicago.

What’s Next?
Even though we focus on engagement with the
city of Chicago, our vision goes beyond our
immediate context. It is our goal to internationalize our campus more in the coming years
and to provide opportunities for our students
to experience engaged learning opportunities
in urban contexts abroad.
Morale on campus remained high during
the two years of intensively planning and
finally implementing significant curricular
changes, as the vast majority of faculty have
been enthusiastic about the new vision for the
university. Now that we have launched our
inaugural “Catalyst 606_ _” year, we know
that there is a learning curve ahead of us and
we will try our best to overcome hurdles along
the way that we didn’t foresee.
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Engaging Chicago continued

However, from a dean’s perspective,
I remain confident that encountering
challenges won’t curb our enthusiasm
for the program. Getting used to new
teaching schedules, adjusted and enhanced
syllabi, as well as different committee and
department meeting times is not an easy
feat. There is a reason why we usually
stay away from drastic changes affecting
the entire university. As one dean from
another institution recently told me,
“You don’t mess with the undergraduate
curriculum.” Well, we just did and we’re
not looking back.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Gregor
Thuswaldner (Ph.D. University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill) is Dean of Arts
and Sciences and Professor of Humanities at
North Park University in Chicago where in fall
2017 he also served as Acting Provost.
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LYNCHBURG COLLEGE:

Revamping Teacher
Education Programs
Lynchburg College will revamp its teacher education programs by the fall of 2019,
becoming the first higher education institution in the country to integrate a mentor/
coaching model championed by the New Teacher Center of Santa Cruz, California.
The Jessie Ball DuPont fund recently awarded an $86,500 grant to the Lynchburg
College School of Education, Leadership Studies, and Counseling to help redesign
the teacher preparation programs and integrate evidence-based practices using
the New Teacher Center model.

Revamping Teacher Education continued

Focus on Continuous Improvement
That model “focuses on continuous improvement
and reflection around the teaching and learning
process,” said Dr. Roger Jones, dean of the
School of Education, Leadership Studies, and
Counseling.
Jones described the impact of the grant
as “huge,” adding that, “In terms of our
entire restructuring, it’s the linchpin that ties
everything else together. Without this grant,
we would have had to move in a different
direction. It’s really huge.”
The grant-funded initiative responds to
changes in state and national standards for
teacher preparation programs and will serve
as the national pilot to seamlessly integrate the
New Teacher Center model from pre-service to
early career teacher development.
And it came at a time Jones described as the
“perfect storm.” New program approval regulations
were due to be signed by Virginia Governor Terry
McAuliffe. Lynchburg’s faculty are preparing to
implement a new general education curriculum,
and the licensure programs at Lynchburg are
moving toward national accreditation.
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The Best Mentor/Coaching
Model in the Country
“All three of those things coming together at
the same time really provides the catalyst for
what we’re doing, to be able to connect to
the New Teacher Center and their tools and
research and mentoring and coaching model,”
Dr. Jones said.
Jones adds, “This is the best mentor/coaching
model for new teachers who are just hired in the
country, and we will become the first college or
university in the country to actually take their
model and implement it in teacher preparation.”
The program also will enable Lynchburg,
which will become the University of Lynchburg
in the summer of 2018, to track the progress of
its education graduates. “For teachers who are
hired in Central Virginia, after they graduate
with us, we’ll be able to follow their progress for
one to two years after graduation,” Jones said.
“It really is a very unique program and at this
point we are the national pilot with the New
Teacher Center to integrate their new teacher
resources and assessments into the teacher
prep program.”

An Innovative Restructuring Effort
While the grant provides the “linchpin,” Dr.
Jones said the entire restructuring effort is
innovative in itself. Faculty are aggressively
working to restructure the entire preparation
program to become a top-tier program and a
program of choice for anyone who wants to teach.
The restructuring will allow Lynchburg to
better prepare teachers to work with students
with disabilities or who speak English as a
second language. Teacher candidates will focus
on asset development, high expectations, strong
relationships, and closing the achievement gap.
They will be Google-Certified and able to work
with all students, including those in an urban
environment.

Developing a Professional
Learning Community
Faculty also are working with Becky DuFour,
an LC alumna, member of the Board of
Trustees, and educational consultant, to make
the future University of Lynchburg College of
Education, Leadership Studies, and Counseling
a Professional Learning Community (PLC).
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Revamping Teacher Education continued

The PLC will revolve around a series of beliefs,
already developed by the faculty, that defines who
Lynchburg is, including a powerful and attainable
vision for its future, and that creates a culture of
faculty excellence and teacher candidate learning.
While the non-negotiable core beliefs for the
program go much deeper, Dr. Jones said the “big
picture” beliefs include the following elements:
(1) Provide diverse training to support all learners;
(2) Establish and maintain a culture of safety,
respect, and rapport in the classroom; (3) Make
content accessible to all learners; (4) Plan standardsbased instruction and formative assessments for
transfer and independence; (5) Use a variety of
instructional strategies to meet different student
needs, develop student competencies, and achieve
instructional purposes; (6) Engage, challenge and
deepen conceptual understanding through critical
thinking, complex problem solving, academic
discussion, and student reflection; (7) Analyze
student performance to determine the impact of
instruction on student learning, provide feedback,
and plan instructional next steps; (8) Collaborate
with colleagues, resource personnel, and families to
support student learning.
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Revamping Teacher Education continued

Increasing Academic Qualifications of Candidate Cohorts
The vision for the program focuses on building a dynamic program.
Elements include becoming a top-tier teacher preparation program,
being a school of choice for anyone who wants to teach, and increasing
the academic qualifications of candidate cohorts by creating a Teacher
Scholar Program linked to Westover Scholars, Lynchburg’s honors
program, that will coincide with completion of a new residence hall
that will house the Westover Honors College in the fall of 2019.
The program will also produce teacher candidates skilled in working
with ESL students, students with disabilities, gifted students, and
challenging students through high-expectations, asset development,
and strong relationships—while knowing how to close the achievement
and learning gaps and work in an urban environment. The program
will hire teachers employed in central Virginia for at least one year
after graduation.
“The foundation for the culture are the beliefs and vision,” Jones said.
“The culture is one that focuses on achievement and results. It is based
on the mantra that the program is ‘always in the process of becoming.’
Faculty assume collective accountability for program results and
support and encourage each other to focus on teaching, scholarship,
and service.”

Contributed by Lynchburg College
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and salt water pools who are looking to prolong the life of a
pool and protect the expensive equipment involved. We offer
a diverse line of swimming pool chemicals that are effective
for both common and more involved pool maintenance.

HEAR TECHNOLOGIES
991 Discovery Drive, Huntsville, AL 35806
256-922-1200 . www.heartechnologies.com
Hear Technologies is the new Pro Audio product division of
Quantum Technologies Inc., a world leader in custom audio/
video systems. Our mission is to offer unique and affordable
solutions for personal and professional systems and support
them with the industry's best customer service. We have
recently launched our new personal monitor mixer system,
Hear Back, giving you the control to get your mix exactly the
way you want it, the first time. Other various lines of products
include Mix Back, a flexible and affordable 16 x 12 x 2 x 2
monitor mixer; Extreme Extenders, units designed to extend
ADAT optical up to 500 feet with no loss of audio quality;
and the Hearbud & Headset Monitor, audiologically designed
in-ear monitor headset delivering professional performance,
comfort, and versatility. We want to hear from you! To request
more information about Hear Technologies and our products
or to share your feedback with us, please send us an email at:
info@heartechnologies.com.

LIGNOMAT
14345 N.E. Morris Court, Portland, OR 97230
503-257-8957 . www.lignomatusa.com
When needing to know a wood’s moisture content, let
Lignomat help. They carry a full line of pin and pinless
moisture meters, meter packages and related accessories.
These handheld moisture meters are designed for professionals including architects, building inspectors, carpenters,
contractors, restoration specialists and other working
professionals who need a reliable method of determining
moisture levels in wood, sheetrock, gypsum and other building materials. Each moisture meter measures the material’s
present moisture levels and determines if the material is
ready to use, needs further inspecting or requires discarding.
SUITMATE BY EXTRACTOR CORPORATION
800-553-3353 . www.suitmate.com
Keep the pool out of your locker room: Pool water damages
your locker room one swimmer at a time. Wet, dripping swimsuits harm facilities by rusting metal lockers, delaminating
wood finishes, and ruining carpets and furniture with mold

and mildew. SUITMATE uses an exclusive high-speed spin
process to pull out water and make a wet suit drip-free in
seconds, without heat.
VANTAGE
6010 NW First Place, Gainesville, FL 32607
352-378-9696 . www.vantagewatercare.com
The Vantage Water Care Program is a comprehensive water
maintenance plan designed for commercial pool operators,
utilizing chlorination or bromination as the primary sanitation
method. The Program combines the effective and reliable
sanitation properties of chlorine or bromine sanitizers with
the remarkable clarification properties of a new compound
called Poly-A Tablets. These components are added to an
overall water management framework that encourages sparkling clear water. The Vantage Water Care Program gives
your commercial pool the highest quality water in the most
efficient, operator-friendly and cost-effective program available.
It is a straightforward operation consisting of a number of
components. The size and installation of these components
are carefully determined according to your pool's specific
needs and demands.
WATERPARK TECH
www.waterpacktech.com
WATERPARK TECH is a portion of the Creative Polymers
Inc. product line that focuses on the pool and waterpark
and leisure industry. Creative Polymers specializes in high
performance and unique epoxy and polyurethane / polyurea
systems. Creative Polymers is an innovator in specialized
high performance elastomeric and coating technology. While
there are a lot of companies that claim high performance,
Creative Polymers proves this in a number of ways: Identifies markets and applications that could use the next level of
coatings technology, looks for areas that have performance
issues and need solutions, and focuses research and testing
in developing products that address key area needs of the
recreation industry.

With SUPER SAM® 125
your neighbors
aren’t that LOUD

Sound Abatement Membrane
Super SAM® 125 is a premium, self-adhering, sound
deadening sheet membrane for use on surfaces that
require impact and airborne sound reduction. Laboratory
certified testing on a bare 6” concrete slab sets
Super SAM® apart from the competition.
∆IIC: 22
IIC: 51 STC: 54

The Delta II is the truest and most accurate
measurement of a membrane system and
Super SAM® 125 has the best in the industry. The most
effective all-purpose membrane on the market, Super
SAM® 125 provides crack isolation protection up 3/8”
and can also be used as a waterproofing membrane.

Membrane Systems That Protect Your Flooring Investment!
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CONSTRUCTION
AMERICAN BUILDINGS COMPANY
888-307-4338 . www.americanbuildings.com
For more than 65 years American Buildings Company has
been pioneering the design, manufacture and delivery of
metal buildings and roofing systems that set the industry
standard. From educational and athletic facilities to retail,
industrial and commercial structures, the ABC family of more
than 850 authorized Builders has the expertise to exceed
expectations for custom engineered metal building projects
in a variety of industry segments. ABC delivers a proven
combination of products, technology, and customer
service to accurately execute projects on time and on budget
through four strategically-located engineering and manufacturing facilities. Locations include Eufaula, AL., Carson City,
NV., El Paso, IL., and LaCrosse, VA.
DORLEN PRODUCTS INC.
6615 W. Layton Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53220
414-282-4840 . www.wateralert.com
Dorlen Products, a water leak detection company, has been
manufacturing surface water leak detection equipment since
1975. Our water leak specialists are dedicated to selling the
highest quality, lowest maintenance leak sensors available
today. Our leak sensing systems are rugged yet sensitive to
detect even a thin film of water...without false activations.
Water Alert leak detection equipment is designed to maximize protection by having continuous monitoring 24/7. Our
water line leak detection equipment detects small leaks such
as condensate water overflow, chiller water leaks, plumbing
line cracks, heating/cooling piping leaks, outside seepage
and more before damage and downtime occur. The water
detector alarm features vary by model.
MAJOR INDUSTRIES
7120 Stewart Avenue, Wausau, WI 54401
888-759-2678 . www.majorskylights.com
Major Industries manufactures energy-saving skylights,
translucent wall systems and canopies that fit a wide range of
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applications and budgets. Major is also the only manufacturer
to offer three distinct translucent panel daylighting systems:
value-driven LightBasic™ systems, Guardian 275® skylights
and wall systems that offer numerous system options, and
Clima-Tite™ systems with pultruded fiberglass framing for
enhanced thermal performance and corrosion resistance and
a unique snap-to-lock installation feature that eliminates the
need for unsightly visible fasteners. For more information about
Major Industries’ full line of daylighting systems, call 888-7592678, email us at info@majorskylights.com or visit our website.
OVERLY DOOR COMPANY
574 West Otterman Street, Greensburg, PA 15601
http://door.overly.com
Overly Door Company is a custom specialty door and
window manufacturer. Industry leading Architects utilize
our products to achieve the exact specification their facility
requires. We provide many “out-of-the-box” solutions for
your standard needs. We also specialize in custom barrier systems. Specify Overly Door Company for all of your
standard or custom needs.
SPECIAL-LITE, INC.
P.0. Box 6, Decatur, MI 49045
800-821-6531 . www.Special-Lite.com
Special-Lite has manufactured exterior doors and frames
for the educational and institutional market since 1971.
Our long lasting, low maintenance required entrances
save facility managers’ time and costs by providing high
performance entrances - even when installed in the most
demanding of locations. They are perfect for new or renovation projects. We build to order and have many door types:
all fiberglass door & frames, frp/aluminum hybrid flush door,
aluminum flush door, frp woodgrain or colonial flush, and
medium or wide stile and rail doors. We have HVHZ entrances
and doors/framing that meet and exceed the ASHRAE Standard. Also, try Special-Lite FRP Toilet Partitions and Omega®
Interior Aluminum Framing and Door.

VP BUILDINGS
3200 Players Club Circle, Memphis, TN 38125
901-748-8000 . www.vp.com
Varco Pruden is the world leader in Steel Systems Construction. VP Buildings is a world leader in the pre-engineered
steel systems construction industry, each year manufacturing approximately 6,000 buildings ranging from 1,200
square feet to more than one million square feet under roof.
With headquarters in Memphis, Tennessee, we operate six
strategically located manufacturing and service centers from
coast to coast. Our network of more than 1,000 independent
Authorized VP Builders offers state-of-the-art design/build
services in local communities across the United States and
Canada, as well as throughout Central and South America,
Europe, and Asia.

COOPERATIVE SERVICES
E&I COOPERATIVE SERVICES
www.eandi.org
E&I Cooperative Services is the member-owned, not-for-profit
sourcing cooperative delivering expertise, solutions and services to higher education and related institutions. Members
have access to a diverse portfolio of competitively awarded
contracts, electronic procurement platforms and consulting
services. By leveraging the knowledge and expertise of more
than 3,000 member institutions, E&I helps members reduce
costs and optimize supply chain efficiencies. The Cooperative’s member-driven competitive solicitation process meets
generally accepted procurement standards across the nation.

FLOORING
AMERICAN BILTRITE
800-479-0190 . www.american-biltrite.com
American Biltrite manufactures and distributes commercial flooring and industrial rubber throughout America. Our
flooring segment primarily serves architect designers in the
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healthcare, educational and institutional sectors, while in
industrial rubber we supply other companies with the
materials they need for a host of applications. Between the
two there is excellent synergy in R&D, technical expertise
and product innovation. Through nearly a hundred years of
careful growth, American Biltrite has built a reputation for the
quality of its products and the sincerity of its commitment to
customer service. With ISO 9001:2008 since 1996 and ISO
14001:2004 since 2011, FloorScore certification and products
which help meet the LEED requirements, American Biltrite
continues to improve its processes and products.
MUSSON RUBBER
P.O. Box 7038, Akron, OH 44306
800-321-2381
www.mussonrubber.com
For over 65 years, Musson Rubber has been a pioneer and
leader in the development, manufacture and distribution
of safety stair coverings and flooring materials. Musson Rubber specializes in stair coverings and entrance matting for
commercial, institutional and industrial use. Herein lies the
most complete and comprehensive line of top quality rubber
and vinyl stair coverings and entrance mats for use in public buildings. Musson is also a major distributor of industrial
rubber products. Representing over 100 different suppliers in
major markets gives Musson the ability to provide competitive products and service in today’s demanding environment.
NAC PRODUCTS
800-633-4622 . www.NACProducts.com
For more than 30 years, NAC Products has been an innovator
of high quality products for hard surface flooring and building applications. NAC membrane systems provide waterproofing, sound reduction, and crack isolation protection for
residential developments like high rise condos, dormitories
and hotels, and commercial projects like malls and airports.
NAC membranes have been laboratory tested and exceed
the industry standard for sound abatement, crack isola-

tion and waterproofing membranes. NAC membranes have
been featured in thousands of commercial, residential and
industrial applications worldwide and are the #1 architecturally specified, owner/contractor preferred, and lab tested
membranes on the market today. Membrane systems that
protect your flooring investment, that’s NAC Products!
BONA US
2550 South Parker Road Ste 600, Aurora, IL 80014
800-872-5515 . www.Bona.com
Since 1919, Bona® has been passionate about the beauty and
function of hardwood floors. Even as we have grown over
the last 100 years, now with presence in over 90 countries,
we never compromise on quality or service. Bona Sport®
products ensure superb durability and appearance for wood
sport floors. Minimize risk in finishing for basketball, volleyball, racquetball, aerobics, or any hardwood sport floor with
products designed to work as a team at each step of the
process. Bona Sport Systems consistently produce championship appearance and performance for high schools,
colleges and professional arenas across North America.
FORBO FLOORING SYSTEMS
8 Maplewood Drive, Hazleton, PA 18202
1-800-842-7839 . www.forboflooringna.com
Create beautiful, durable, healthy learning environments
with Forbo Flooring Systems. Forbo’s Marmoleum Composition Tile (MCT) is made from natural raw materials with inherit
anti-static properties that repel dust, making it easier to
maintain a healthier environment for students and staff. MCT
is naturally free from PVC, phthalates, pesticides, and other
harmful additives. It’s sustainable, water-based Topshield 2
finish provides occupancy-ready installation and exceptional
performance against soiling, staining, scratching, scuffing
and squeaking. Forbo’s Flotex Modular Tile combines the
function and durability of a 100% waterproof, high-performance carpet, with the beauty and versatility of a 10”x40”

modular tile. Flotex Modular Tile provides a warm, comfortable, hygienic flooring solution that is well-suited for dorms,
classrooms and dining areas.
NEW PIG
One Park Avenue, Tipton, PA 16684
800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) . www.newpig.com
New Pig is the number one brand that helps companies
manage leaks, drips and spills to protect workers, facilities
and the environment. A multi-channel, multi-brand supplier,
over 3,100 spill control and liquid management solutions and
industrial maintenance products have been used in more
than 300,000 industrial, commercial, utility, institutional,
healthcare, military and government facilities in 70 countries. The leading New Pig brands include the Original PIG
Absorbent Sock, PIG Grippy Floor Mats, PIG Spill Kits, PIG
Spillblocker Dikes, and PIG Flammable Safety Cabinets.
Other channels offering PIG products include all SafetyKleen branches, select Integrated Suppliers, and B-to-B
E-Commerce exchanges. For more information, contact
www.newpig.com. New Pig is headquartered in Tipton, PA.
WOOSTER PRODUCTS
1000 Spruce St. P.O. Box 6005, Wooster, OH 44691
800-321-4936 . www.wooster-products.com
Wooster’s Safety Treads and Safety Surfaces provide anti-slip
protection for building occupants and pedestrians. The use of
Safety Stair and Walkway Products can help protect the building owner, since pedestrians will have been provided with the
latest available technology for making stairs and walkways
safe. Wooster Safety Treads and Safety Surfaces comply with
OSHA and other Safety Surface Specifications for anti-slip
safety surfaces. Why specify Wooster? A “Wooster” specification exemplifies the finest in quality, dependability and
service. We are Safety Stair and Walkway experts! Wooster
Products Inc. has been furnishing “state-of-the-art” anti-slip
Safety Treads and Safety Surfaces continuously since 1921,
and we provide long-term solutions for your anti-skid needs.

ICE MELT

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY “GREEN” DE-ICERS
FOR PROFESSIONALS

LIQUID

CALL TOLL FREE:
1-800-528-1922
PHONE: 920-238-0482
Promotional code: PUPN

GRANULAR

VISIT US ONLINE AT:

GreenIceMelt.com/pupn

Environmentally Friendly Ice Melters - For Professionals
Granular and Liquids | Variety of products for different applications
Green Earth ice melter - Economy price, manufactured granular product
Clean Sweep - Liquid anti-icer, safe for new concrete, non-corrosive
CMA - Granular ice melt - safe for new concrete, non-corrosive
NAAC - Airport runway, heli-pad, de-icer FAA approved
Salt Saver - Liquid stockpile treatment
Super Salt Brine - Powerful, environmentally friendly salt brine
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FURNITURE
BEVCO
21320 Doral Road, Waukesha, WI 53186
800-864-2991 . www.bevco.com
Proudly manufactured in the USA for nearly 70 years, BEVCO’s
ergonomic seating solutions are the perfect blend of
quality, comfort and affordability. BEVCO’s products are
an excellent choice for a wide variety of applications within
the higher education space ultimately making the difference
in how you perform on a daily basis. Experience the
BEVCO difference: Our made-to-order customization process
ensures you’re building a product that meets your exact
needs; the 12-year warranty provides you with peace of
mind while protecting your investment; our core line of
products have been GreenGuard Gold certified offering
sustainable solutions contributing to your overall wellness;
and the unparalleled support ensures you are always
100% satisfied with your BEVCO seating experience.
ERG INTERNATIONAL
361 N. Bernoulli Circle, Oxnard, CA 93030
800-446-1186 . www.erginternational.com
ERG International, founded in 1981, is a privately owned
family business that manufactures contracts furniture.
ERG has been known for quality and craftsmanship in the
corporate, higher education, healthcare, government, and
hospitality markets. Our products have been designed and
tested for these markets for many years. As one of the leading seating and table manufacturers, we offer an extensive
product line as well as create custom furniture for your most
demanding needs. The extensive versatility that is available
from ERG stems from the fact that we are truly a furniture
manufacturer with the latest in manufacturing equipment
and automated conveyor systems. Our focus is simple: to
give you the tools to ensure your success.
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FALCON-THONET
800-873-3252 . www.falconproducts.com
Since 1959, Falcon has been the ‘go to’ resource for designers and architects who specify high quality, commercial grade,
tables, chairs, booths, and modular seating. Falcon makes its
products in the USA, in a 400,000 square foot manufacturing
facility located in Newport, TN, a Federally designated HubZone.
The Company’s products are typically specified for Education,
Corporate, or Hospitality environments and our well designed,
high quality furniture is capable of withstanding the demands
of the most active commercial space, providing the smart buyer
with an industry leading Life Cycle Cost. Our product line offers
a broad range of standard tables and seating as well as a full
range of custom capabilities in all our product categories.
HUSTON & COMPANY:
ACADEMIC AND LIBRARY FURNITURE
226 Log Cabin Road, Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-2345 . www.hustonandcompany.com
Each piece of custom furniture from Huston & Company is
designed to enhance the aesthetics of its surroundings. Found
in fine academic institutions and libraries, as well as professional
spaces from government buildings to small businesses, Huston
furniture adds to the atmosphere of graceful permanence inherent in places of intellectual engagement, learning and professionalism. Huston & Company furniture is custom-designed and
finished to withstand hard, regular use in public settings such as
libraries, academic spaces and meeting/conference rooms. Each
piece of Huston furniture will last for generations, while retaining
its beauty, warmth and functionality, providing your school,
library or office with longevity that equates to real value.
NATIONAL OFFICE FURNITURE
1610 Royal Steet, Jasper, IN 47549
800-482-1717 . www.nationalofficefurniture.com
At National, we take pride in our performance and know that our
success is due to our employees. Our people create products;
our people create experiences; our people are National. We
believe it is important to embrace individuality and to nurture an

atmosphere that encourages expression. With a diverse mixture
of personalities, we can’t wait to share our excitement, our
energy, and our solutions with you. Quality, reliability, safety, style,
sustainability, productivity, and affordability aren’t concepts
that are taken lightly at National. We are dedicated to delivering
each of these to our customers and partners. By nurturing relationships and making it a priority to do the right thing, we continuously prove that we have the right solutions for any space.

LABORATORY
VACUUBRAND, INC.
11 Bokum Road, Essex, CT 06426
888-882-6730 . www.vacuubrand.com
VACUUBRAND offers exceptionally quiet, corrosion-resistant, oil-free lab vacuum pumps with ultra-long service
intervals. Products include both simple dry pumps and automated vacuum systems that enhance research productivity
and protect samples. Adaptable VACUU·LAN® local vacuum
networks (described at www.vacuu-lan.com) support several
users with a single in-lab pump and no building-wide tubing, and are popular for both single-lab renovations and new
building construction. Pumps produce vacuum on demand,
reducing energy demand by as much as 90% compared with
traditional approaches and supporting sustainability objectives. We also offer mercury-free digital vacuum gauges and
controllers, and larger dry pumps to replace energy- and
water-intensive building vacuum system pumps.

LANDSCAPING
BILLY GOAT INDUSTRIES
816.251.8128 . www.billygoat.com
Billy Goat Industries is the premier manufacturer of specialty
turf products with a reputation for innovation, productivity,
and quality. We offer a complete line of turf renovation and
clean-up solutions for commercial and municipal needs
serving landscape and grounds maintenance professionals.
We carry Turf Renovation Equipment, including the most
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comprehensive line-up of Aerators on the US market,
Hydro-Drive Sod Cutters, and Overseeders. In Clean-up
Equipment, we have Outback® Brushcutters, a full-line of
Vacs, Force™ Blowers, and Debris Loaders: 13, 14, 18, 25 &
35 HP. Dual shredding system with Pirana™ blade for the best
reduction of any debris loader on the market. Contact Gail
Trudeau, Assistant Manager of Marketing, at trudeau.gail@
billygoat.com.
GREEN EARTH COMPANY
800-528-1922 . www.thegreenearthco.com
We strive to create and provide the highest quality products,
that are less harmful to the planet, at competitive prices,
through chemistry and scientific research, for the benefit of
today’s consumer, as well as future generations.
MEAN GREEN MOWERS
4404 Hamilton Cleves Road, Hamilton, OH 45013
513-738-4736 . www.meangreenproducts.com
Mean Green Mowers offer the electric advantage: There
are four great advantages to using Mean Green’s electric
equipment over traditional gas powered tools. They are
zero emissions, low noise, zero gas, and low maintenance.
Leveraging the Electric Advantage takes away the stresses of
traditional gas powered mowers. Without the harmful fumes,
obnoxious noises, little maintenance, and no more trips to the
gas station, there is now more time to focus on the actual job!
Mean Green has taken the extra work out of maintaining the
yard, simply flip the switch and cut the grass. Discover how
the electric advantage can revolutionize your campus.

LIFE SAFETY/SECURITY
ENTRUST DATACARD
888-690-2424 . www.entrustdatacard.com
Generation Z is transforming how students and colleges
utilize school IDs. Entrust Datacard provides innovative ID technology solutions to create exceptional student experiences

that are custom-tailored to meet the unique needs of Generation Z—and school administrators, too. Benefits of Our
School ID Card Solutions include the following: Streamlining
student orientation with multi-location photo capture and
printing capabilities, allowing student IDs to be used safely
and securely throughout campus and beyond with contactless “OneCard” multi-use enablement, and easily printing
vibrant ID photos, enhancing or personalizing your school’s
brand image, and improving card durability using Ultimate Identity retransfer printers. To learn more or talk with an expert, call
us at 888-690-2424, email at sales@entrustdatacard.com or
visit us at www.entrustdatacard.com/markets/education.
GAI-TRONICS
400 East Wyomissing Avenue, Mohnton, PA 19540
800-492-1212 . www.gai-tronics.com
GAI-Tronics®, a Hubbell Company, is the largest company
focused on the communication needs of the world's industrial
and commercial markets. Our RED ALERT® Emergency Telephones provide hands-free operation via analog, VoIP, WiFi,
and Cellular technologies and can be monitored for health
and activity from a central location with our TMA software
application. Our Blue Light Stanchion Towers are recognized
at colleges across the United States, not only for their appearance but also their reliability. GAI-Tronics’ high level of quality
sets the standards by which many others are measured.
IOTA ENGINEERING
www.iotaengineering.com
IOTA provides critical emergency Life Safety egress performance for existing lighting systems. In the event of a loss
of normal power, IOTA emergency lighting products enable
existing fixtures to deliver code-required emergency illumination along the paths of egress for building occupants.
Available emergency solutions include field installable emergency LED drivers, mini and micro unit inverter systems,
emergency ballasts for fluorescent and LED retrofit tubes,
and energy-saving auxiliary control devices.

NIGHTLOCK
www.nightlock.com
Whether it’s a small Day Care facility or 400-room school,
college dorm or office complex, NIGHTLOCK provides protection in just seconds for emergency lockdown situations.
Teachers and employees simply drop the locking handle into
the floor plate. Most lockdown policy procedures for classrooms include “barricading the classroom door,” with items
such as desks or furniture. Most state Fire Officials approve
devices like Nightlock Lockdown. Many fire code officials
now apply a variance in codes to allow these temporary
barricade devices for emergency events. The NIGHTLOCK®
Lockdown uses the strength of the floor to withstand tremendous force, and works on any outward- and inward-swinging
doors. The NIGHTLOCK unit is installed at floor level, and
remains out of reach to anyone attempting to enter by breaking window glass on conventional classroom and office doors.

LIGHTING
B.E.G. CONTROLS
277 Hwy 74 N. Suite 319, Peachtree City, GA 30269
www.begcontrols.com
B.E.G. Controls, a worldwide leader in building automation
technology, is bringing an innovative approach to North
America. We have committed to achieving the highest levels
of customer service and provide unmatched product quality,
through unique and innovative solutions for the North American market. Parent company Brück Electronic GmbH is
family owned and was founded in 1975 with its headquarters in Lindlar, Germany (near Cologne). Through German
engineering and high corporate standards, the company is
renowned for its high quality, innovative products, and
focus on customer satisfaction. B.E.G. built its reputation
with unique and innovative emergency lighting and exit sign
products. In 1986 B.E.G. became one of the first companies in
Germany to produce motion detectors for automatic lighting
control. Since then, B.E.G. has developed a comprehensive
line of indoor and outdoor motion, occupancy and vacancy
sensors for both commercial and residential applications.

This Changes Everything!
New Pro-Series

Self-Watering
Hanging Basket

• Commercial Grade
Design with
Easy Access
Side Fill Port

π
OVER 2,000

JANITORIAL PRODUCTS
IN STOCK

• Extends Watering
Cycles to Once
Every 5-7 Days

Accepting Pre-Orders Now for
this Limited Release Launch
Contact us Today For a Quote:
sales@earthplanter.com

The Leader in Commercial Self-Watering Planter Systems

EarthPlanter.com

l

877.815.9276
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STERNBERG LIGHTING
555 Lawrence Avenue, Roselle, IL 60172
847-588-3400 . www.sternberglighting.com
Since 1923, Sternberg Lighting has maintained its position as
a leader in the street lighting industry by utilizing the latest
technological advancements. Today, Sternberg Lighting
again challenges the lighting industry with its innovations in
engineering, design and manufacturing. Our energy efficient
LED street lighting luminaires have set a new standard for
municipalities, universities, utilities and commercial entities
seeking energy costs savings. Sternberg Lighting’s fixtures
lead the industry by combining the vintage look of decorative styled luminaires with today’s demands on sustainability and energy conservation. Sternberg Lighting offers the
most complete family of traditional and architectural lighting,
luminaires, poles, coordinating bollards, site amenities and
landscape furnishings available in the industry today.

MAINTENANCE
ATHLETIX PRODUCTS
525 Locust Grove, Spartanburg, SC 29303
864-503-8333 . www.athletixproducts.com
Athletix Products™ provide innovative cleaning and disinfecting solutions to health and fitness clubs. Backed by Contec’s
26+ years of experience, Athletix Products provide a safe
and affordable way to maintain equipment and keep facilities
clean, healthy, and profitable. Our cleaning and disinfecting
wipes and solutions are safe for use on both heavy-duty and
delicate exercise equipment. A variety of packaging and
dispensing options are available. Athletix Products make
gym equipment cleaning simple and effective.
STERIFAB BY NOBLE PINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
PO Box 41, Yonkers, NY 10710
800-359-4913 . www.sterifab.com
STERIFAB® is a Disinfectant: a bactericide that destroys
micro-organisms, a Fungicide that kills fungus, a Sanitizer
that reduces levels of micro-organisms from inanimate
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environments, a Viricide that kills viruses, a Mildewcide
that kills mold and mildew, a Germicide that kills germs and
disinfects, a Deodorant that destroys pathogenic odors, a
Bacteriostatic that inhibits bacterial growth, and a Fungistatic
that inhibits fungal growth. STERIFAB is also Insecticide
that protects against lice, ticks, dust mites, centipedes, bed
bugs, fleas, sowbugs, ants, silverfish, roaches, and firebrats.
STERIFAB will not stain, has no added perfume, has no
objectionable odor, is fast dryer, crystal clear, and will not
harm fabrics, carpets or most areas.

gives you the highest-quality, energy efficient, environmentally friendly product than any other structural building material and it has a life expectancy of hundreds of years. Belden
Brick is the unparalleled choice above all other materials
options. As an Industrial leader the Belden Brick Company
delivers the largest selection of more than 500 colors, 20
sizes, 13 textures and unlimited shapes, Belden Brick can
meet all building needs with the time-honored quality and
experience the Belden name represents. Belden Brick: “The
Standard of Comparison since 1885.”

ULINE
12575 Uline Drive, Pleasant Prairie, WI 53158
800-295-5510 . www.uline.com
Uline, a family-owned business, is the leading distributor of
shipping, industrial and packaging materials to businesses
throughout North America. Our easy-to-use, 700+-page catalog contains over 32,500 packaging, shipping, industrial and
janitorial products, ready to ship today. Order by 6 P.M. and
your order ships the same day! 99.5% of our orders ship the
same day, with no backorders. Uline brand products combine
the best quality with the best value. Our buyers search worldwide for the finest products available at competitive prices.
Place your order 24/7/365 by phone, fax or online. A knowledgeable customer service rep is always available to assist
you. Eleven locations across North America speed delivery
and minimize freight costs. You get what you need, when you
need it, at the lowest cost. Satisfaction guaranteed! Try any
product we sell for a full 30 days. If not completely satisfied,
return it to us for a no-hassle refund or credit.

EARTHPLANTER
877-815-9276 . www.earthplanter.com
EarthPlanter self-watering planters deliver commercial
grade quality and performance for professional grounds
and facility managers. Recommended by Professional
Grounds Managers at top colleges and universities including Auburn University, Notre Dame, Syracuse University,
Xavier, University of Louisville, Villanova, University of
Memphis, Holy Cross and many more. Go up to 30 days
between watering cycles. Labor saving of $1000/month or
more. Uses up to 80% less water. Produces bigger, more
vibrant results versus traditional planters

OUTDOOR AMENITIES
BELDEN BRICK
700 Tuscarawas Street W., Canton, OH 44702
330-456-0031 . www.beldenbrick.com
Choosing brick over other alternatives is the foundation for
a smart, long-term investment in durability and beauty. Brick

KAY PARK RECREATION
1301 Pine Street, Janesville, IA 50647
800-553-2476 . www.kaypark.com
Kay Park Recreation has been a manufacturer of commercial
outdoor furniture since 1954. We offer a large selection of
park and playground equipment and commercial grade site
furnishings, including outdoor tables, grills, benches, trash
containers, drinking fountains, planters, umbrellas, bollards,
shade canopies and bike racks. We have a complete line of
bleachers and grandstands, as well as some outdoor athletic
equipment, play systems and a rental-duty fiberglass pedal
boat. Please browse through our selection at our website,
and feel free to contact us if you have any questions.
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MADRAX
1080 Uniek Drive, Waunakee, WI 53597
800-448-7931 . www.madrax.com
With today’s emphasis on biking and walking, bicycle parking
for your school or university campus is more important than
ever. Madrax can help you meet the needs of students, teachers, and the surrounding community by offering a wide range
of bike parking options. To meet the challenge of frequent
and multiple end-users, we produce a great variety of racks
that are affordable, functional, and attractive. We also offer
racks that are especially designed to guard against theft, and
all of our racks are easily installed. Madrax bike racks are your
answer to the problem of largescale parking requirements.
Partner with Madrax to enhance your campus vision.
PINE HALL BRICK
2701 Shorefair Drive, Winston-Salem, NC 27105
800-334-8689 . www.pinehallbrick.com
Pine Hall Brick Company, in business since 1922, has four
manufacturing plants—two dedicated to making genuine
clay pavers, including a permeable clay paver line. We’re
the largest clay paver producer in the US. Our StormPave
and RainPave permeable clay pavers can help your project
qualify in up to six LEED categories. Our architectural face
brick line called the Spektra Series includes eight colors of
admix brick in tans, greys, reds and pinks. We also have forty
styles of sand-finished face brick at our plants in Madison,
NC, and Fairmount, GA. Our Madison Tidewater series of
true tumbled face brick comes in eight styles with bullnose,
steptreads, watertables and arches in stock in these colors.

SIGNAGE
BIGSIGNS.COM
22 S. Harbor Drive Suite 101, Grand Haven, MI 49417
800-790-7611 . www.bigsigns.com
We are a branding graphics company that heps college and
universities transform their facilities and amplify their brand.
With an outstanding team of Brand Amplification experts,

creative staff, and top-quality products, we can conquer all
of your branding needs. Improving the look of your facility
can boost school pride, improve recruiting, and promote
the first-class nature of your athletic program. We have a
full design department that will take your ideas and make
them a reality on the field. Send in your logos and ideas
and BigSigns.com will be happy to produce a free mock of
your branding project. Check out www.bigsigns.com where
you can view past projects, or call 800-790-7611 for more
information.
BRANDON INDUSTRIES
1601 Wilmeth Road, McKinney, Texas 75069
800-247-1274 . www.brandonindustries.com
Brandon Industries has a been leading National Streetscape
provider for over 30 years. The company is located in McKinney, TX, which is home to some of the most historic homes
in the state. We manufacture and distribute college campus,
residential, municipal, and commercial streetscape components, including cluster box units, mailboxes with classic
designs, LED post tops, customized street signs, wayfinding
signs, and lamp posts. All products are skillfully designed to
enhance the streetscapes of America as well as preserving
and restoring older buildings. See our full line of products at
www.brandonindustries.com or call 800-247-1274.
DISPLAYS2GO
55 Broad Common Road, Bristol, RI 02809
800-572-2194 . www.displays2go.com
Displays2Go is the leading “in stock” and “proprietary
display” manufacturer with the largest display warehouse in
the country. In business since 1974 with over 5,000 unique
products and a physical inventory of over two million displays
on any given day, we know of no other competitor prepared
to service and ship like us. Offering a wide range of poster
displays, TV stands, iPad holders, display cases, custom
flags and banners, trade show supplies, podiums and more,
Displays2go is your one stop POP and marketing display
shop. Visit our website to see our entire product offering.

POST-UP STAND
5461 Dunham Road, Maple Heights, OH 44137
800-935-3534 . www.postupstand.com
Showcase your message anytime, anywhere! Our innovative
banner stands and large format printing services are perfect
for trade shows, lobbies and point-of-sale displays. From our
website, view a list of some of our customers and testimonials from customers that were satisfied with our products
and services. Our banner stand displays are lightweight and
easy to use, so you will look like a pro wherever you show.
Our new table top Post-Up stands are perfect for trade show
exhibits or countertop displays. Please take some time to
review our trade show banner displays and products on our
website, and e-mail us with any of your questions.

SPORTS AND FITNESS
ABACUS SPORTS INSTALLATIONS
2330 Dairy Road, Lancaster, PA 17601
800-821-4557 . www.abacussports.com
Abacus Sports installs various types of sports surfacing for
gymnasiums, running tracks, tennis courts, weight rooms
and athletic locker rooms. In addition to sports surfaces we
install synthetic rubber flooring for multi-purpose facilities,
banquet halls and other social events. We are a leader in
synthetic flooring. Abacus can turn your facility into a great
place to congregate for sports performances and social
gatherings. We provide the synthetic flooring for both sport
and recreational use so your facility can be used to its full
potential. This surfacing is resilient against heavy foot traffic,
bleachers and pointy shoes, which makes it perfect for multiple uses. Abacus specializes in inlaid platforms for weight
rooms. We helped created and develop this product by
producing a sub-layer flooring that protects the concrete
from the heavy weights dropping. The level platform can
help create a more effective weight room for your athletes.
Customize your surfaces with Abacus.

Two Great Brands Working Together to

Enhance Outdoor Places
800.448.7931 | Bike Racks - Madrax.com | Site Furnishings - thomas-steele.com
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®

LOCKDOWN
SECURE CLASSROOM IN SECONDS

SIMPLE • FAST • SECURE
FOR EXTREME EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

The Nightlock Lockdown Door Barricade allows a
teacher to immediately lock the door from inside the
classroom, eliminating exposure during a hostile intruder
situation. This device makes it virtually impossible for an
intruder to break through an entry door.
• Simply add this safety device to classroom doors
• Works with outward and inward swing doors
• No need to replace existing hardware
• One time solution - easy to install
• Lockdown in seconds

NIGHTLOCK
classroomlockdown.com
CALL TOLL FREE 1-855-644-4856

Soo
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AACER SPORTS FLOORING
715-582-1181 . www.Aacerflooring.com
Aacer Sports Flooring, a MFMA Member Mill, is a leading manufacturer of high-performance hardwood flooring and sub-floor
systems for the sports and recreational industry. All wood is
milled and graded to a high standard in their Peshtigo, WI,
facility. They pride themselves on delivering product that is
consistent and of superior quality ultimately allowing for easy
installation. Visit Booth #808 to learn why Aacer’s flooring
receives high marks for vibration reduction, shock absorption,
flooring resiliency, moisture resistance and dead-spot elimination. Aacer also supplies synthetic flooring in a variety of textures, colors and gauges to fit your project needs and budget.
ANTIWAVE
866-736-2183 . www.antiwave.com
Antiwave was founded in 1971 by former professional waterpolo player and current 2017 FINA Masters 70+ Goalie Anti
Kajlich. Antiwave equipment was first selected for the 1972
Olympic Games in Munich, as well as the 1st World Aquatics
Championships in Cali, Colombia, in 1975. Since then Antiwave has lead the world in product innovation and development and Anti Wave products have been featured in dozens
of Olympic games including Sydney’s 2000 Games where
we contributed in breaking 15 World Records. We have also
been featured in over 50 internationally recognized events.
Today, Anti and his son Anton continue to design, innovate,
and produce the world’s best Aquatic Sports products. There
is Licensed production in 8 countries around the world and
Anti Wave products are exported to over 150 countries. Here
at Antiwave Americas, we mold and assemble lanes in our
Constantine, MI, plant and import Waterpolo products from
our regional partners. We look forward to serving you.
MICROFIT, INC.
800-822-0405 . www.microfit.com
MicroFit, Inc. has been producing quality Fitness/Wellness
assessment software and medical grade testing equipment since 1986. Several hundred colleges and universities
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have benefited by using a wide range of MicroFit products
designed to Evaluate, Educate, Track Progress, and Motivate
students, faculty, and the community to adopt healthier
lifestyles. We recently introduced its MF-1215 treadmill to
complete the total MicroFit FAS-2 System Fit-Lab concept, an
affordable package that fits an area 12’ x 12’ and is guaranteed to upgrade any recreation facility wanting a total
integrated approach to enhance their fitness / wellness
assessment solutions. For more information call Rob Rideout
at 800-822-0405, or you can schedule a Free webinar overview of the HealthWizard software suite.
NATIONAL SPORTS PRODUCTS
3441 S 11th Avenue, Eldridge, IA 52748
800-478-6497 . www.NationalSportsProducts.com
At National Sports Products, we understand that having the
right equipment can be the difference between winning
and losing. NSP, a division of Douglas Industries, Inc. is the
leading manufacturer and supplier of sporting goods and
equipment. We provide quality products in a wide selection
of styles and prices – all with the outstanding service you
deserve. Some of our proprietary product lines include
tennis nets and posts, batting cages, custom netting, basketball systems, windscreens, field covers, padding, and more.
You expect your team to work hard, give it their all, support
their team members, and play with honesty and integrity. We
believe your equipment partner should as well, and with over
45 years of performance, NSP is dedicated to fulfilling your
sports equipment needs.
ROYAL BASKET TRUCKS
201 Badger Parkway, Darien, WI 53114
800-426-6447 . www.royal-basket.com
Continual product development and enhancements have
made Royal a recognized brand of material handling solutions for many markets. Today we manufacture basket trucks
and specialty laundry carts in 12 vinyl colors or canvas
or molded poly. Every product is made to order. This
allows us to customize our wire frame carts by making size

modifications specific to a customer’s environment if needed.
In addition to slight modifications, we also design and manufacture custom concept carts. Our manufacturing environment is unique in that we have a full woods department, a
welding department, and an industrial sewing department
all under one roof. This allows us to produce orders on a
short timeline to better meet the customer’s needs.
ROBBINS SPORTS SURFACES
4777 Eastern Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45226
513-871-8988 . www.robbinsfloor.com
Robbins Sports Surfaces is a premier supplier of high-performance maple and synthetic sports flooring systems to
professional and college athletic programs as well as fitness,
religious and performing arts. Robbins Sports Surfaces has
registered 25 patents over the years, with additional patents
pending, and is the only U.S. flooring manufacturer with a
full-time research and product development staff. Robbins’
unique capability and understanding of the biomechanical
interaction between the athlete or performer and floor
have recently led to new designs that reduce vibration and
increase uniformity, both of which improve athletic performance, comfort and safety. Robbins is also the exclusive
distributor of Pulastic synthetic flooring systems in the U.S.
SOFSURFACES
4393 Discovery Line, Petrolia, ON N0N 1R0
800-263-2363 . www.sofSURFACES.com
For nearly three decades, sofSURFACES has relentlessly
pursued perfection. We have pioneered every aspect of the
design, manufacture and installation of interior and exterior
rubber surface tiles. Because we aren’t satisfied with merely
meeting industry standards, we have developed proprietary
processes that allow us to set new standards for quality,
durability and value. And independent drop testing proves
that our tiles are the safest in the world. We use 100% recycled materials to create long-lasting, attractive tiles that can
stand up to the harshest conditions, from weather to wear
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Active Learning Engagement

SMARTdesks’ specialty:

Customized active learning
environments.
Active learning furnishings made to
order for your choice of technology.
Featured here at the head of the class
is the iLid® DUO AV Podium, with dual
monitors, mounted to a surface that
folds out of the way when not in use.
Exchange Collab Triangle Tables feature
flipIT® K-23 Monitor Mounts for multiuse. FlipIT® allows maximum lines of
sight and folds away when not in use.
Power and data cables are distributed
under floor for clean, efficient installation. Outlets may be easily repositioned
to serve new arrangements.
Made in the USA | Lifetime warranty

Custom made doesn’t
have to be expensive.
Get a project design
quote online.
©2017 CBT Supply, Inc. All rights reserved. SMARTdesks® flipIT® and iLid® are registered trademarks of CBT Supply, Inc.

www.smartdesks.com
800 770 7042
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and tear. Installed by certified installation professionals and
backed by a best-in-industry Limited Lifetime Warranty, sofSURFACES rubber surface tiles protect your investment and
the people you serve.

TECHNOLOGY ON CAMPUS
AMERICAN TIME
140 3rd Street S. PO Box 707, Dassel, MN 55325
800-328-8996 . american-time.com
Time is not a commodity. How you measure it, work by it and
live by it depends on the technology, craftsmanship, quality
and pride that goes into each timekeeping piece. This is how
we think of our work at American Time. We provide technological solutions such as complete wired, wireless, and network clock systems that ensure time is synchronized across
your organization. We also offer replacement clock systems
for most major brands, stand-alone clocks and protective
wire guards. And we repair most major clock brands.
Designed and assembled here in the U.S.A. Quality backed
by lifetime customer support. Our products are the reason our
customers come to us. Our service is the reason they stay.
AUDIO VISUAL FURNITURE INTERNATIONAL
www.video-furn.com
Audio Visual Furniture International (formerly VFI) was established in 1996 to fill a niche in the video conferencing market
for affordable, stylish and durable furniture. Since then, AVF
has grown to be an industry leader in the video conference
and A/V furniture market by providing excellent products
and service at a competitive price. AVF designs, engineers
and produces all of its wooden products at its large modern
manufacturing facility in Aurora, Ontario. Our products are
available from a large selection of distributors and resellers
of video conference equipment throughout North America,
Europe and around the world. With our large in-stock inventory most orders are shipped either from our factory or U.S.
distribution center within 24 to 48 hours of receipt.
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FSR INC.
244 Bergen Boulevard, Woodland Park, NJ 07424
973-785-4347 . www.fsrinc.com
FSR, established in 1981, manufactures a wide variety of signal management and infrastructure solutions for the audio
/ video, datacom, education, hospitality, government, and
religious markets, including floor, wall, table, and ceiling
connectivity boxes, as well as a full line of interfaces, distribution amplifiers, matrix switchers, seamless switchers and
HDBaseT & CAT-X signal delivery solutions. The company
is an Energy Star Partner and complies with the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 to demonstrate its
deep commitment to preserving the planet. FSR offers live
24/7 technical and sales support throughout the country
from expertly trained technicians and sales representatives. We look forward to working with you!
CBT/SMARTDESKS
317 West Seminary Avenue, Lutherville, MD 21093
800-770-7042 . www.smartdesks.com
SmartDesks offers more than just buying computer lab
desks or conference tables as a generic commodity. We
offer person-to-person design team interaction and collaboration with our customers. Together, project by project,
we are shaping conferencing and education for the 21st
century. Every Space is Different: SmartDesks computer
desk, computer lab and conference table solutions provide
a configured solution for your space and needs. When you
are looking for a full scale classroom, computer lab furniture
or conference room design solution, rather than a desk-ina-box, think SmartDesks. Our specialty is designing for
your space and pulling together our teams in collaboration
with your IT integrators. Using cloud based technology to
exchange ideas, concepts & drawings in a holistic integrated
cloud platform, we bring together our teams to reach
configured solutions to fit your needs, your space, your
environment.

TOUCHNET INFORMATION SYSTEMS
800-869-8329 . www.touchnet.com
Since its inception, TouchNet has focused on its unwavering
commitment to a seamless unification of campus commerce.
Today, our products give you superior edge-to-edge campus
commerce automation and integration. Rapid development
of advanced technologies ensures your campus is always
ahead of the curve. Serving students and other constituents
may be your mission, but securing and processing their payments is your challenge. With rising costs, escalating rules
and regulations, and ever-growing student expectations
for the latest electronic commerce technology, the job gets
tougher all the time. We’re here to help—not just as a vendor, but as your commerce partner. We look for opportunities where you can save time and money, improve student
services, and better secure payment data. We offer you the
broadest range of campus commerce solutions available and
help you navigate a shifting commerce landscape.

UTILITY VEHICLES
CLUB CAR LLC
800-CLUBCAR . www.clubcar.com
Club Car has transportation solutions for your every campus
application. Facilities and Grounds Maintenance offer trucklike performance with our Carryall® utility vehicles. They’re
available in electric, gas or diesel models that eliminate or
reduce emissions and improve versatility. Our street-legal
Carryall® LSVs (low-speed vehicles) also carry the load,
even off site. With Security, choose from a range of reliable
cost-effective electric or gasoline-powered vehicles. People
Movers safely move four to eight guests or campus members
in our dependable Villager™ LSVs and Transporter™ transport
vehicles. In Hospitality, you can improve food and beverage
sales with our Café Express hospitality vehicle. Club Car offers
an active custom solutions department, transportation
solutions audits and the largest selection of commercial
accessories on the market.
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Collaborative Solutions by AVFI

TLF4X8

TLF4X6

Electric Lift

Electric Lift

TCYZ45E

T324
T526 + SYZ42 Stand

TCYZ46T

T525EX

T628T

Furniture Designs That Communicate
www.video-furn.com

1-877-834-3876

sales@video-furn.com
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